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Ending exemptions would raise tax-GDP ratio by 2 percentage points

Though Bangladesh ranks among the lowest in terms of tax-GDP ratio across the world, the amount of tax

exemptions has more than doubled in the last five years. If the government did not give these exemptions, the

country's tax-GDP ratio would increase by nearly two percentage points to 10.61 in 2018-19; a sign that could

cheer up the finance minister who often faces criticism from internal and external sources for poor revenue in

terms of the economy. According to National Board of Revenue (NBR) data, tax exemptions just for imports and

exports were Tk45,744 crore in the last fiscal year. This is 20.43 percent of total revenue collection. In addition,

the tax authority does not have data about exemptions on income tax and bonds. If this exempted amount is

added, the exemption figure will be higher, experts say. Economists say most of the time the government and big

investors receive the benefits of tax exemptions in the industrial sector. This creates a tax disparity as the money is

not spent on development work.  In addition, as the tax-GDP ratio is low, the sustainability of economic growth is

at risk, the economists observe.
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/nbr/ending-exemptions-would-raise-tax-gdp-ratio-2-percentage-points-56164

Budget deficit swells in five months

The country's budget deficit reached Tk 359 billion in the first five months to November, a 37 per cent jump over

the same period last fiscal, the ministry of finance data show. During the period, total expenditure amounted to Tk

1,357 billion, compared with revenue receipt of Tk 998 billon. Furthermore, between July and November, the

government received a total of Tk 10.72 billion in external funding to execute the budget, almost half the amount

it secured in the year-earlier period. The deficit financing from domestic sources was Tk 370 billion (net), most

part of it came from the banking system, nearly Tk 300 billion (net). The non-bank borrowing, mostly through

saving schemes, was Tk 70 billion (net) during the period under review. The borrowing from savings tools during

the same period a year earlier was Tk 220 billion (net). Analysts have warned that as a result of Covid-19, the

deficit might go up further in the months to come. They said policymakers should contain unnecessary

expenditure as they believe that there are still many subsidies. 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/budget-deficit-swells-in-five-months-1584204978
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https://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/223688/%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%BF-

%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AC-%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-

%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%B9%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%80-

Dhaka suspends on arrival visas, bans flights from Europe except UK

The government has suspended on arrival visas for all countries and banned flights carrying passengers from all

European countries, except the United Kingdom, for two weeks in an effort to stem the spread of coronavirus. The

decisions came on Saturday night during a press conference in capital's state guesthouse Padma.   Foreign

Minister AK Abdul Momen, accompanied by Health Minister Zahid Malik and State Minister for Foreign Affairs Md

Shahriar Alam made the announcement. "Both of the bans will be effective from Monday midnight," the foreign

minister said. "All cargo aircraft will stay operational," he added.
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Remittance was cruising. Then COVID-19 popped up and made it swerve

When China sneezes, the world catches a cold, it is often said. And Bangladesh, which has so far been immune

from the China-originating coronavirus that is tearing through the globe since January, has started to feel the cold:

remittance, one of the lifelines for the economy, has started to feel the twitch. Of the top 30 remittance sending

countries, inflows from 19 have contracted in the first two months of the year, according to data from the central

bank. In January, remittance inflows stood at $1.63 billion, down 3.14 per cent from a month earlier. The figure

also decreased 11.36 per cent to $1.45 billion in February. And in the days ahead, it will drop off even more, given

the fact that the virus is bringing the global economy down to its knees, experts said.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/remittance-was-cruising-then-covid-19-popped-and-made-it-swerve-1880968

https://tbsnews.net/bangladesh/govt-suspends-all-visa-arrival-bans-flights-europe-2-weeks-56407

রফতানি গন্তব্যের সয দেব্েই মহামারী

একক দেশ হিসেসে োাংলাসেসশ তৈহি পসযেি প্রধান িফৈাহন গন্তেে যুক্তিাষ্ট্র। আোি অঞ্চলহিহিক হিোে কিসল োাংলাসেশী পসযেি েেসেসে েড় িফৈাহন োজাি

ইউসিাপ। পহিমা এেে দেসশি েেই এখন নসিল কসিানািাইিাে (কহিড-১৯) মিামািীসৈ আক্রান্ত। এ পহিহিহৈসৈ এমহনসৈই দনহৈোেক প্রেৃহিসৈ থাকা িফৈাহন

খাৈ আসিা েড় োংকসে পড়সৈ যাসে েসল আশঙ্কা কিসেন োংহিষ্টিা। িপ্তানী উন্নেন েুেসিাি (ইহপহে) ৈথে অনুযােী, োাংলাসেসশ দমাে িফৈাহনি ১৬ েশহমক ৯৬

শৈাাংশই িে যুক্তিাসষ্ট্র। ২০১৮-১৯ অথথেেসি দেশটিসৈ িফৈাহন িসেসে ৬৮৭ দকাটি ডলাসিি পযে। েলহৈ অথথেেসিি প্রথম আে মাসে (জুলাই-দফব্রুোহি) দেশটিসৈ

িফৈাহন কসমসে ২ েশহমক ৭৭ শৈাাংশ। ঋযাত্মক িফৈাহন প্রেৃহিি মসধেই কসিানািাইিাে িানা হেসেসে োাংলাসেশী পসযেি েেসেসে েড় এ গন্তেেসেসশ। হেশ্ব স্বািে

োংিাি (ডহিউএইেও) িালনাগাে ৈথে েলসে, গৈকাল পযথন্ত যুক্তিাসষ্ট্র কহিড-১৯ আক্রাসন্তি োংখো োাঁ হড়সেসে ১ িাজাি ৬৭৮। পহিহিহৈ দমাকাসেলাে দেশজুসড়

জরুহি অেিা দ াষযা কসিসেন মাহকথ ন দপ্রহেসডন্ট দডানাল্ড ট্রাম্প। দেই েসে যুক্তিাজে, আোিলোন্ডেি ইউসিাসপি েেক’টি দেশ দথসক যুক্তিাসষ্ট্র প্রসেশ েসেি দ াষযা

হেসেসে দেশটিি েিকাি।   
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/all-well-the-apparel-export-front-1880956

Major Western clothing retailers said they are yet to cut back on their work orders from Bangladesh for the

coronavirus outbreak in Europe and the US -- where most of the country's apparel products are headed -- in a

reassuring development for the sector that rakes in 84 per cent of the exports receipts and employs about 4

million. The Daily Star spoke with the country managers of four major clothing brands, all of which are household

names in the Western world, and they all said the same thing: that there are no plans to revise down their

sourcing targets from Bangladesh. The four brands' combined sourcing accounts for about 20 per cent of

Bangladesh's receipts from apparel shipments every year. The disclosure is in stark contrast to the news coming

out of the headquarters of the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association, the sector's apex

trade body, which is foreboding doom and gloom. "We are facing a grave situation with coronavirus. The brands

are reducing their orders and are asking us to hold on to uncut fabric," BGMEA President Rubana Huq said

Thursday. 

BPC finds fortune

Profit of state-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation, or BPC, climbs to around Tk 230 million a day with the

spread of Covid-19 pandemic. Oil prices in the international market witnessed its steepest fall last week in the

aftermath of coronavirus and oil-war between Saudi Arabia and Russia over ramping up output. The corporation

counted profit of around Tk 16 per litre in diesel and Tk 5.50 per litre in trading of the petroleum products as on

March 11 due to lower global oil prices, said a senior official. The profit was calculated after deducting value

added tax, or VAT, and taxes against the import of petroleum payable to the National Board of Revenue, or NBR.

Last month, the BPC had earned profit worth around Tk 3.0 per litre in diesel trading and incurred a loss of around

Tk 1.5 per litre. If the viral infection continues to spread and the oil producers keep boosting output, the BPC's

profit will make a quantum leap, said the official. 
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All is well on the apparel export front

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/bpc-finds-fortune-1584204677

BTRC tells NBR it should collect VAT from telcos

The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission has informed the National Board of Revenue that the

telecom regulator would not collect value-added tax from the mobile telephone operators along with their dues.

‘The BTRC will collect only its dues from mobile operators. The NBR should take the necessary measures to collect

VAT from the operators,’ the telecom regulator said in a recent letter to the revenue board referring to a decision

of the Posts and Telecommunications Division. BTRC chairman Md Jahurul Haque in the letter issued on February

17 told revenue board chairman Abu Hena Md Rahmatul Muneem that the decision was taken at a meeting held

at the division with posts and telecommunications minister Mustafa Jabbar in the chair. Prime minister’s

information and communication technology affairs adviser Sajeeb Wazed Joy was also present at the meeting.

Later, the BTRC also upheld the decision in its latest commission meeting, according to the letter.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/102208/btrc-tells-nbr-it-should-collect-vat-from-telcos
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Sheltech thrives on ethical business

Integrity, quality construction and timely delivery of projects can bring lasting success and reliability in the real

estate business, said Tanvir Ahmed, managing director of Sheltech Group, one of the leading realtors in

Bangladesh. "Taking shortcut in business is not sustainable and ethical. Integrity is the best policy for achieving

outstanding success in business," the young businessman said. Sheltech is one of the pioneers in the real estate

and housing industry in Bangladesh and has been delivering quality projects since its inception in 1988. It develops

residential flats, shopping centres and commercial buildings. Till date, Sheltech has completed 170 projects and

handed over more than 4,200 flats to customers. It has 25 ongoing projects in different parts of the capital city.

Ahmed took the helm of the company eight months ago after its founder and then managing director Toufiq M

Seraj passed away in June.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/sheltech-thrives-ethical-business-1880920

EU, euro zone very likely in recession this year due to virus, Commission says

The European Union and the euro zone are very likely to be in a recession this year because of the coronavirus

outbreak, a top economic official of the European Commission said on Friday. "It is very likely that growth for the

euro zone and the European Union as a whole will fall below zero this year and potentially even considerably

below zero," Maarten Vervey, head of economic affairs of the EU executive told a news conference in Brussels.

https://tbsnews.net/international/global-economy/eu-euro-zone-very-likely-recession-year-due-virus-commission-says-55996
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/india-increases-fuel-taxes-bid-shore-revenue-1880884

India increases fuel taxes in a bid to shore up revenue

India on Saturday increased taxes on petrol and diesel in a desperate attempt to increase government revenue at

a time when tax collections have fallen amid the weakest economic growth in over six years, with the coronavirus

impact yet to come. The excise duties on the fuels, which have been hiked by 3 rupees per litre, is expected to

result in up to 400 billion Indian rupees ($5.42 billion) increase in annual revenue, a senior government official

told Reuters. Taxes on petrol and diesel, which account for more than a third of retail fuel prices, are one of the

biggest sources of income for Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government, which has more than tripled revenue

from taxes on fuel since first coming to power in 2014. The excise duties on petrol and diesel contributed nearly

1,420.3 billion rupees ($19.24 billion), or nearly 11 percent of total tax revenue for the year ended March 2019. 
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 85.0 85.0

EUR 93.7 93.7

GBP 108.8 108.9

AUD 55.3 55.3

JPY 0.79 0.79

CAD 63.4 63.4

SEK 8.83 8.87

SGD 60.9 61.0

CNH 12.2 12.2

INR 1.18 1.18

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

11-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,194

10-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.21 1,138

9-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.15 1,510

8-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,652

5-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,773

4-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.1 1,734

3-Mar-20 5.5 4.50 5.11 1,804

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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